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The authors present results from molecular dynamics simulations on the effect of smooth and rough
probes on the dynamics of a supercooled Lennard-Jones �LJ� mixture. The probe diameter was
systematically varied from one to seven times the diameter of the large particles of the LJ mixture.
Mean square displacements show that in the presence of a large smooth probe the supercooled liquid
speeds up, while in the presence of a large rough probe, the supercooled liquid slows down.
Non-Gaussian parameters indicate that with both smooth and rough probes, the heterogeneity of the
supercooled system increases. From the analysis of local Debye-Waller factors, it is evident that the
change in the dynamics of the LJ system is heterogeneous, with the largest perturbations close to the
probes. Large smooth and rough probes appear to set up heterogeneities in these supercooled
systems that would otherwise not occur, and these heterogeneities persist for long times. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2434969�

INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of glass forming systems has long been an
area of intense interest. An accumulation of experimental
data and simulation results shows that supercooled, or glassy,
systems comprised of molecules, colloidal particles, poly-
mers, and hard spheres all exhibit dynamic heterogeneity.
Such heterogeneity is characterized by spatial regions, or do-
mains, that relax faster �in some cases, by orders of magni-
tude� than other regions in the system. However, several is-
sues related to the nature of dynamic heterogeneity in such
systems remain unresolved. These include the size of do-
mains with a particular relaxation profile, the proximity of
domains that relax on dramatically different time scales, and
how, if at all, particular spatial motifs encode dynamic het-
erogeneity? Experimentally, a large number of studies have
aimed to elucidate the time and length scales on which het-
erogeneities exist in supercooled systems.1,2 In particular, re-
cent experiments have attempted to avoid the ensemble av-
eraging inherent in traditional techniques that may obscure a
wealth of detail present on the few particle level. Indeed, in
the last decade a variety of novel techniques that minimize
ensemble averaging have been employed to study super-
cooled systems. These techniques include multidimensional
nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR�,3–8 novel spectroscopic
approaches,9–13 and single molecule �SM� microscopy on
small molecule and polymeric glasses14–20 as well as confo-
cal microscopy on colloidal glasses21–27 and molecular dy-
namics simulations on simple glass forming systems.28–33

Most experiments that access particular subensembles in
supercooled systems rely on the interrogation of a probe that
is expected to mirror, or at least report on, the dynamics of
the supercooled surroundings. Indeed, careful experimental
studies that examine whether host dynamics can be derived

from bulk probe-bearing experiments �particularly in
o-terphenyl �OTP�� have been performed.9,34–40 These ex-
periments conclude that only probes with similar hydrody-
namic radius and mass �and perhaps intermolecular interac-
tions� to the system components can be expected to mirror
dynamics and, in particular, dynamic heterogeneities in the
surrounding system. Indeed, it is reasonable that a small
enough probe will escape caging related to heterogeneous
dynamics. Monitoring the rotational correlation function or
translational behavior of such probes might give a result con-
sistent with a homogeneous system. Similarly, a probe large
compared to the size of the dynamic heterogeneities might
average over them �in space and/or in time� and thus also
have a rotational correlation function or translational mobil-
ity consistent with that of a probe in a homogeneous system.

While bulk experiments have examined how and when
probes mirror dynamics of supercooled host systems, no
similar systematic study has examined the question of
whether probes reflect the heterogeneity of the host in SM
experiments. And no studies have clearly addressed whether
such probes can alter the heterogeneities of supercooled sys-
tems. Experimentally, the single molecule approach is par-
ticularly attractive for studying supercooled systems, as the
single fluorophores that act as probes in these systems inter-
rogate individual molecular scale environments. Such experi-
ments have revealed that over long times the fluorescent
probes experience a mosaic of local environments.14,19

Though thus far only heterogeneities in rotational dynamics
of supercooled systems have been successfully measured
with SM techniques, theoretically both translational and ro-
tational dynamics of the probe molecules can be studied di-
rectly with these techniques. Small molecule glass formers
have thus far been the subject of only one SM experiment.14

This experiment measured both the average rotational corre-
lation time ��c� of rhodamine 6G �R6G� in OTP and the
average time a probe exists in an environment that gives rise
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to similar rotational correlation times, the exchange time
��ex�. This experiment found that R6G in OTP exhibited
��ex��15��c� at temperatures from Tg+2 K to Tg+10 K.14

This result differs from that measured with �probeless� mul-
tidimensional NMR experiments, which found ��ex�
���c�OTP at Tg+10 K,41 with ��c�OTP referring to the corre-
lation time of OTP itself, which is at least an order of mag-
nitude smaller than ��c� measured for R6G in OTP.14 The SM
results also lack the strong temperature dependence seen in
�probe-bearing� photobleaching experiments, in which
��ex� / ��c� decreases from more than 100 at Tg+1 K to 6 at
Tg+4 K.37,42 Such vastly differing results have provoked
questions on whether the probe dynamics detailed by SM
experiments directly reflect those of the host.

At this point it remains unclear how single molecule
probes influence measurements in supercooled systems. In
particular, it is not known whether there are any single mol-
ecule fluorophore probes that can report on the presence of
dynamic heterogeneities in a supercooled system and sample
the system in an unbiased manner. This is due to our lack of
knowledge on whether, or the extent to which, such probes
alter the dynamic heterogeneities in these systems. System-
atic SM experiments exploring a range of host/probe systems
could shed light on how the size ratio, mass ratio, and inter-
molecular interactions between the probe and surrounding
molecules affect measured probe dynamics and therefore un-
der what conditions SM probes can be expected to report on
dynamic heterogeneities in an unbiased manner. However,
the finite number of probe/host pairs, the inability to change
one probe variable independent of the rest, and the inability
to monitor the host activity in the presence of different
probes limit experimental ability to answer these questions.
Molecular dynamics �MD� simulations can overcome the dif-
ficulties listed above and allow systematic study of how
probes report on and potentially alter dynamic heterogene-
ities in simple supercooled systems. While simulations of
three-dimensional �3D� supercooled systems of spheres do
not display the full complexity of molecular glass behavior
and do not closely approach the glass transition temperature
Tg,28,29 they do allow both significant control over the host
and probe properties and independent measurement of the
dynamics of each. While MD simulations have been done in
a variety of probe-bearing supercooled systems,30,43–49 none
have explored whether probe dynamics mirror host dynamics
in a manner relevant to SM experiments and in a manner that
explores how the presence of the probe potentially alters het-
erogeneities in the system.

In this work, we report on how probe size and roughness
affect the dynamic heterogeneity of the host. We find that
large probes set up long lived nonrepresentative environ-
ments around the probe. Such environments may be one ex-
planation for why SM experiments to date have measured
exchange times that are longer than those measured by
probeless experiments.

SIMULATION DETAILS

The 3D system modeled consists of a probe surrounded
by a supercooled liquid. The model for the supercooled liq-

uid is a binary mixture with a 4:1 ratio of A and B particles:
the Lennard Jones �LJ� mixture.28–30 The particles interact
via a LJ potential, V���r�=4�������� /r�12− ���� /r�6�, with
�AA=1 and �AA=1 for interactions between the A particles
and �BB=0.5�AA and �BB=0.88�AA for interactions between
the B particles. The LJ parameters between the A and B
particles, �AB=1.5�AA and �AB=0.80�AA, ensure that the sys-
tem will not crystallize. The masses of the mixture particles
were taken to be mA=mB=1.0. The simulations were carried
out, and the results are reported below, in terms of the re-
duced variables r*=r /�AA, m*=m /mA, T*=kBT /�AA, and t*

= t�kBT /mA�AA
2 �1/2.

Two types of probe are considered in this study. The first
is a smooth probe represented by a single particle with LJ
parameters �P=1.0 and different values of �P. A set of seven
simulations with �P=1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 was
performed to model probes with different sizes but with the
same mass, mP=4.0. In addition, probes with �P=3.0, 5.0,
and 7.0 with mP=27, 125, and 343, respectively, were em-
ployed to investigate the effect of probe mass. Since the
value of �P was considered to be as high as 7.0, the inter-
particle potentials and the corresponding forces in the range
of 4.0�r*�5.0 were interpolated from their LJ values at
r*=4.0 to zero at r*=5.0 by a third degree polynomial. The
same number of mixture particles are taken, NA=2400, NB

=600, and NP=1, for the simulations with different �P; how-
ever, the volume of the cubic simulation box was adjusted so
that the measured pressure was similar �Table I�. A set of
simulations was also attempted in which the volume of the
box was varied to attain constant volume fraction � with �
= �NArA

3 +NBrB
3 +NPrP

3� /V with the radii of the particles deter-
mined from the corresponding LJ parameter � for the differ-
ent �P. However, the properties �e.g., the mean square dis-
placement� of particles far from the probe �in regions that
can be considered “bulk”� were not the same for systems
with probes of different sizes. In addition, the pressure of
these systems was found to be significantly different. This is
the reason why we performed the simulations such that pres-
sure, rather than volume fraction, was kept constant between
simulations with different �P. The resulting reduced densi-
ties, �*=N /V*, of such systems can be calculated from val-
ues in Table I and are �*=1.188 for the system with �P=1
and T*=0.48 and �*=1.148 for the system with �P=1 and
T*=0.70. The LJ parameters of the probe with the mixture

TABLE I. Length �L*� of a side of the simulation box and pressure �P*� of
the simulated system containing smooth probes with �P=1.0–7.0 at two
temperatures T*=0.48 and T*=0.70.

�P

T*=0.48 T*=0.70

L* P* L* P*

1.0 13.617 1.76 13.777 2.97
2.0 13.624 1.85 13.787 2.91
3.0 13.650 1.82 13.810 2.95
4.0 13.691 1.78 13.852 2.88
5.0 13.760 1.83 13.919 2.82
6.0 13.854 1.79 14.018 2.76
7.0 13.995 1.84 14.154 2.75
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particles were calculated from the geometric combination
rule of the parameters associated with the mixture particles
��AA ,�BB ,�AA ,�BB� and the LJ parameters of the probe.

The second type of probe investigated is a rough probe.
The probe was modeled as a cluster of NPC particles strongly
attracted to each other. Each particle within the probe will be
termed a probe-component particle and notated with sub-
script “PC” and the agglomeration of such particles is termed
the probe and denoted with subscript “P.” In this case, the
total number of particles in the system �N=2985� was con-
stant for a set of simulations with probes composed of a
different number of particles NPC=25, 50, 100, and 200. This
was done by equilibrating a system of the supercooled liquid
with NA=2388 and NB=597 in a cubic box with a length
L*=13.55, yielding a reduced density of �*=1.2. Then, NPC

probe-component particles were introduced by reidentifying
�4NPC/5�A and �NPC/5�B particles of the mixture as probe-
component particles. The A and B particles that were re-
placed with the probe-component particles were in most
cases nearest neighbors of each other. The mass of each
probe component was mPC=1.0. The LJ parameters used for
the interactions between the probe components were �PCPC

=0.96 �a weighted average of the diameters of the mixture
particles� and �PCPC=4.0 �a deep potential well to keep the
probe components “bound” to each other�. The LJ param-
eters of the probe-component particle interactions with the
binary supercooled liquid were set to �PCA=0.98 and �PCA

=1.0 and �PCB=0.92 and �PCB=0.707. The strength of the
interactions between the probe components and the binary

mixture is similar to the strength of the interactions between
the particles of the glassy mixture. In this set of simulations,
the interparticle potentials and the corresponding forces in
the range of 3.0�r*�4.0 were interpolated from their LJ
values at r*=3.0 to zero at r*=4.0 by a third degree polyno-
mial. For r*	4.0, the interparticle potential was set to zero.
This potential is set to zero at a smaller distance than in the
case of the smooth probe �r*	5.0� because this potential is
calculated from each probe-component rather than the center
of mass of the probe as it is for the smooth probe.

The MD simulations are performed using the GROMACS

package Version 3.2.1.50 For each simulation the system is
equilibrated for at least 107 MD steps. The simulations are
performed in the microcanonical ensemble �N ,V ,E�, except
for the preparation stage where the Berendsen thermostat is
applied to obtain the desired temperatures51 of T*=0.48 and
0.70. The data collection step consisted of short and long
simulations. The short simulations were run for 1.6
105

MD steps with time step �t*=0.0025, where the trajectory
was saved every 8 MD steps. The long simulations were run
for 107 MD steps with �t*=0.01, and the trajectory was
saved every 500 MD steps.

To characterize the translational mobility of the system,
the mean square displacements �MSDs� and non-Gaussian
parameters for the A mixture particles were calculated. The
MSD is given by ��r�0�−r�t��2�, and the 3D non-Gaussian
parameter is defined as �2�t�= 3

5 ��r4� / ��r2�2−1, with �r the
distance a particle moves in time t. To characterize the dis-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Mean square displacement �MSD� for A particles of a binary Lennard-Jones �LJ� system surrounding smooth spherical probes from
�P=1 �size of the larger component of the LJ system� to �P=7 at T*=0.70. �b� Expanded view of area enclosed by box in �a�. �c� MSD for A particles in the
presence of smooth spherical probes at T*=0.48. �d� Expanded view of area enclosed by box in �c� In both cases, in the late � regime the systems containing
large probes display increased motion and reduced caging behavior in the presence of large probes.
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placement of the mixture particles at short times, Debye-
Waller factors for each particle i are calculated by

DWi = ���ri�t� − �ri���2��� ,

where �¯�� denotes an average over time period �*, and the
outer brackets, �¯�, denote an average over the �short� simu-
lation trajectory. The distance of each particle from the cen-
ter of mass of the probe calculated at the beginning of each
time interval �* was used to plot the Debye-Waller factor as
a function of distance from the probe, DW�r�= �DWi ·��r
− �ri−rP���.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mean square displacements and non-Gaussian param-
eters for the A particles in the binary mixture in the presence
of a single mobile smooth probe have been calculated at a
number of different temperatures. Probe size was varied be-
tween �P=1.0 and �P=7.0. A system with �P=1.0 is similar
to a probeless system in that the tagged particle has the same
diameter as the A particles in the mixture, but the probe has
a larger mass �mP=4 vs mA=1�. Figure 1 shows the MSD
results for the A particles of systems containing smooth
probes at two temperatures, T*=0.70 and T*=0.48. At T*

=0.70, the MSD shows some evidence of the onset of caging
behavior, as can be seen in the small shoulder in the MSD
most apparent between 0.1� t*�1. This is consistent with
the findings of Kob and Andersen.28 At longer times, there is

recovery of diffusive motion. As can be seen from Fig. 1�a�,
the MSD of the A particles of the system increases more
quickly with time in the presence of probes with �P6.0
than in the presence of smaller probes. Figure 1�b� shows
that the diffusion constant for the A particles in the presence
of the two largest probes is indeed larger than that in the
presence of the smaller probes �with the diffusion constant
being proportional to the y intercept on the log-log plot of
the MSD versus time�.

The acceleration of the supercooled system in the pres-
ence of large smooth probes becomes clearer at lower tem-
peratures, as can be seen in Fig. 1�c�. At T*=0.48, the MSD
exhibits a clear plateau, which persists an order of magnitude
longer than at T*=0.70. For the purposes of this manuscript,
we identify the range of time between that at which the pla-
teau begins and that at which the MSD reaches �1 as be-
longing to the � regime, in which caging dominates the dy-
namics. The time regime beyond that is identified as the �
regime, the time scale over which the average particle es-
capes its cages, and the MSD becomes linear in time. The
plateau in the MSD at T*=0.48 occurs at t*�0.25, corre-
sponding to a distance of r*�0.17, much smaller than any of
the particles in the system and consistent with caged behav-
ior. At T*=0.48, subdiffusive behavior persists until t*�103.
In the late � and early � regimes there is a clear increase in
the MSD value and an earlier escape from the cage �or di-
vergence from the plateau� as the size of the smooth probe
increases. Appreciable differences are seen in systems with

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� MSD for A particles of a binary LJ system surrounding rough spherical probes composed of clusters with 25–200 LJ spheres at
T*=0.70. �b� Expanded view of area enclosed by box in �a�. �c� MSD for A particles in the presence of rough probes at T*=0.48. �d� Expanded view of area
enclosed by box in �c�. A probe with NPC=25 corresponds to �*�3.8 and a probe of NPC=200 corresponds to �*�7.2. In both cases, in the late � regime and
early � regime the systems containing large probes exhibit decreased motion and increased caging behavior in the presence of large probes.
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probes of �P4, though it should be noted that at the longest
times measured, the MSDs converge. The probe size at
which differences are evident depends on system size, and in
the limit of infinite dilution �one large probe particle in an
infinitely large supercooled mixture� any perturbation due to
the probe particle would not be apparent in examining bulk
quantities of the entire mixture. However, it remains clear
that in finite systems, the presence of a large smooth, mobile
probe in a 3D supercooled system accelerates motion in the
system.

Moving to rough probes, which are prepared as de-
scribed in the Simulation Details section, the findings are
inverted. Figure 2 shows the MSDs for the A particles com-
prising the supercooled system for rough probes with NPC

=25, 50, 100, and 200. Because these rough probes are com-
prised of probe-component particles held together by LJ po-
tentials with �PCPC=4, they do not dissociate. However, there
is some movement among the particles, particularly at higher
temperatures, and irregularities on the surface preclude abso-
lute assignment of a diameter to these probes. However, the
probes with 25, 50, 100, and 200 component particles have
approximate diameters as determined by the first peak of the
corresponding probe-mixture radial distribution functions at
T*=0.7 of �P�3.8, 4.6, 6.0, and 7.2, respectively. Unlike the
smooth probes, these rough probes have masses that increase
with probe size and thus range from mP=25 to 200. Figure 2
shows that at both T*=0.70 and T*=0.48, the particles within
the supercooled systems spend more time in the � regime
and recover diffusive behavior later as the size of the probe
increases. Thus, the presence of a large rough, mobile probe
slows the overall translational mobility of the supercooled

system. Here, the changes in MSD as a function of probe
size are stronger than in the systems with smooth probes. In
addition, there is persistence of the decreased translational
mobility of supercooled systems containing the largest
probes even at the longest times measured.

Figure 3 shows the non-Gaussian parameters, �2�t�
= 3

5 ��r4� / ��r2�2−1, with �r the distance a particle moves in
time t, for the same systems for which the MSDs were plot-
ted in Figs. 1 and 2. Again, the plots show the results for the
A particles of the mixture. The non-Gaussian parameter gen-
erally peaks at a time similar to that at which the MSD up-
turn in the late � regime occurs. The peak in the non-
Gaussian parameter then also corresponds to the time at
which an average particle escapes its cage and has been
shown to correspond approximately to the time at which the
dynamic heterogeneity in the sample is a maximum. The
width of the non-Gaussian parameter reflects the breadth of
time scales over which dynamic heterogeneity is present.
The height of the non-Gaussian parameter reports on the
magnitude of heterogeneous behavior in the system, with a
larger peak height chiefly reflecting the behavior of “mobile”
particles that move farther than expected from a Gaussian
distribution of particle displacements.52 Figure 3 shows that
at both high and low temperatures, in the presence of smooth
probes, the non-Gaussian parameter peaks earlier with in-
creasing probe size. This is consistent with the fact that dif-
fusive behavior is recovered more quickly in these systems
than in systems with small probes, as seen in the MSDs. In
the presence of rough probes, the finding is inverted, and
generally as the probe size increases, at both T*=0.70 and

FIG. 3. �Color online� Non-Gaussian parameters of the A particles of a binary LJ system with �a� smooth and �b� rough probes at �a� T*=0.70. Non-Gaussian
parameters of A particles of a binary LJ systems with �c� smooth and �d� rough probes at T*=0.48.
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T*=0.48, the non-Gaussian parameters peak later and have
larger widths. Again, this is consistent with the later upturn
in the MSDs as the size of the rough probe increases. How-
ever, while the peak positions display opposite behavior in
the presence of large smooth and large rough probes, for both
types of probes, the height of the non-Gaussian parameter
increases as a function of probe size. As seen in the MSDs,
changes in dynamics as a function of probe size are more
obvious in the presence of rough than smooth probes. In-
deed, the non-Gaussian parameters for systems with rough
probes increase much more obviously as a function of probe
size than do those for systems with smooth probes. Even
though, in general, the changes of non-Gaussian parameter
with probe size are clearer in rough probes than in smooth
probes, Fig. 3�d� shows that for rough probes at T*=0.48, the
peak of �2�t� is highest for the NP=50 probe, not the NP

=200 probe. This may be due to finite system size and finite
simulation time effects as will be described below. The in-
crease in peak height of �2 in systems with both smooth and
rough probes shows that the presence of a large probe in-
creases heterogeneity in the system, no matter if on average
the probe is causing the particles comprising the supercooled
system to speed up or slow down.

The increased heterogeneity in these systems, as well as
the behavior illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, can be understood
by examining two-dimensional �2D� projections of the 3D
trajectories of particles surrounding rough and smooth
probes of a variety of sizes. Figure 4 shows such trajectories
around a smooth probe with �P=2 �L*=13.48�, a smooth
probe with �P=5 �L*=13.69�, and a rough probe with NPC

=100 and �P�6 �L*=13.46�, all at T*=0.44. It should be
noted that the systems shown here differ slightly from the
systems for which the MSD and non-Gaussian parameters
are calculated. Here, instead of ensuring that the pressures
are the same, the volume fractions of the systems are fixed
and the volume of the box changes accordingly with probe
size. The reduced density of this system is 1.23, slightly
higher than the density of 1.2 in a probeless LJ system and
than that in the systems that give rise to Figs. 1–3. This
higher density results in slightly larger differences in MSD
and larger heterogeneities as reflected in �2 as a function of
probe size than in the systems described by Table I. It also
allows the differences in trajectories between particles near
and far from the probe to be seen more clearly in 2D projec-
tions of the 3D trajectories. These systems display the same
trends in MSD and �2, as those illustrated in Figs. 1–3. The
trajectories plotted in Fig. 4 are for a mobile probe. However,
they are displayed relative to the probe position, so the probe
appears to remain fixed in the center of the box at all times.
For Fig. 4�a�, with �P=2.0, the time interval depicted is t*

=2
104, and the frames are separated by dt*=103. In Fig.
4�b�, with �P=5.0, the time interval is t*=800, and the
frames are separated from each other by dt*=40. For Fig.
4�c�, with NPC=100, t*=1.6
104, with dt*=800. These in-
tervals all correspond to times near the upturn in the MSD of
these systems, which differ from those shown in Figs. 1 and
2 for the reasons discussed above.

Comparison of Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� shows that in systems
with large smooth probes, the motion of the particles closest

to the probe is different in character than those farthest from
the probe and also different in character than any of those in
a system containing a small probe or, presumably, no probe
at all. Indeed, the particles closest to the probe in Fig. 4�b�
appear to be more mobile on average than both particles far
from the large probe or particles near or far from a small
smooth probe. Furthermore, the trajectories of particles in
the nearest shells around the large smooth probe tend to be
anisotropic and stringy, with relatively little motion orthogo-
nal to the tangent of the projection of the probe and signifi-
cant motion along the shell defined by the probe. This in-
creased motion around the probe is the source of the increase
in the MSD at intermediate times displayed in Fig. 1. The
fact that Fig. 1 shows that supercooled systems in the pres-
ence of smooth probes have MSDs that converge at the long-

FIG. 4. �Color online� 2D projections of 3D trajectories of LJ particles
surrounding �a� a smooth probe with �P=2.0, t*=2
104, and frames sepa-
rated by dt*=103; �b� a smooth probe with �P=5.0, t*=800, and dt*=40; and
�c� a rough probe with NPC=100 and �*�6.0, t*=1.6
104, and dt*=800.
All systems are at T*=0.44. These systems are similar to those for which the
MSDs in Figs. 1 and 2 are calculated �see text for details�.
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est times studied is consistent with this explanation for the
increase in the MSDs at intermediate times: by the longest
times investigated, even those particles displaying increased
propensity for motion in shells around the probe at interme-
diate times have randomized spatially and thus recover bulk
behavior associated with probeless systems of the same den-
sity and temperature. Figure 4�c� shows behavior dissimilar
to that illustrated in Fig. 4�b�. Here, the particles nearest the
large rough probe tend to have very compact trajectories
compared to those far from the probe. We believe that this
lack of mobility of particles near a rough probe leads to the
extended � regime compared to that in smooth probe-bearing
systems, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2.

The behavior illustrated in Fig. 4 also explains both the
shift in peak position and magnitude in the non-Gaussian
parameters as a function of probe size and roughness. For
smooth �rough� probes, the peak of �2 moves to shorter
�longer� times with increasing probe size for the same reason
the upturn out of the plateau in the MSD occurs earlier �later�
in those systems. However, the increase of peak height of �2

indicates an increase in heterogeneity in systems with both
smooth and rough probes. This is presumably because the
presence of the probe allows for the existence of a subset of
particles surrounding it that are faster �slower� than would be
any set of particles in the system on average in the absence
of a smooth �rough� probe while allowing the full range of
supercooled heterogeneous dynamics in regions far from the
probe. For the rough probe of NPC=50 at T*=0.48, we find
that the height of �2 does not fit the trend. Though we do not
fully understand the origin of this behavior, it may be due to
the fact that large rough probes so strongly affect the dynam-
ics of their surroundings that even on the longest time scales
interrogated a substantial fraction of particles in the system
do not experience the full range of dynamics available to
particles in a probeless system at the same density and tem-
perature. Such an explanation is consistent with the fact that
the rough probe MSDs at T*=0.48 do not converge at the
longest times measured �Fig. 2�c��, unlike those for systems
with smooth probes �Fig. 1�c��.

To quantify the changes in the translational mobility of
LJ particles surrounding both smooth and rough probes,
Debye-Waller �DW� factors were calculated for every par-
ticle as described in the Simulation Details section at both
T*=0.70 and T*=0.48. Binning was then performed to inves-
tigate the particle DW factors as a function of distance r
from the center of mass of the probe. For the smooth probes,
bins are 0.20�AA wide and start at the perimeter of the probe.
For rough probes, bins are 0.39�AA wide and start at the
perimeter of the probe, which due to the nature of the probe
is slightly temperature dependent. It has been shown recently
that DW factors at intermediate time scales �� regime� are
reflective of long time dynamic propensities, with the pro-
pensity being a measure of the probability of a particle in a
particular spatial configuration undergoing a substantial dis-
placement in a given time.53,54 Though we do not explore
isoconfigurations as do Widmer-Cooper and Harrowell, we
average particle DW factors for shells of particles as a func-
tion of distance from the probe, which provides a way to
predict probabilities of displacement of particles as a func-

tion of distance from the probe without running long trajec-
tories. Figures 5 and 6 show DW�r� for the A and B mixture
particles of the LJ systems with smooth and rough probes
that give rise to Figs. 1–3. At T*=0.48 and T*=0.70, the
times over which DW�r� is calculated are �*=2.0 and �*

=1.0, respectively. These times fall in the �, or subdiffusive,
regime. LJ particles far from smooth probes at both high and
low temperatures exhibit average DW factors that are iden-
tical regardless of probe size ��0.022 at T*=0.70 and
�0.016 at T*=0.48�. However, there are clear increases of
DW�r� for mixture particles in the vicinity of probes with
�P4. For �P=7, the DW factor near the probe is more than
twice that of the system with �P=1. Furthermore, the in-
crease in DW factor relative to that of the system with �P

=1 persists until approximately the third shell of particles
surrounding the probe. The magnitude of the increase and
persistence as a function of distance from the probe is similar
at both temperatures. Some oscillation is seen in DW�r� in
the systems with smooth probes of all sizes. With binning
every r*=0.20, this oscillation is reflective of the radial dis-
tribution function of these systems: slightly higher DW fac-
tors occur in shells where the particle density is lower. In

FIG. 5. �Color online� Radially binned Debye-Waller factors �DW�r�� for
�a� smooth probes from �P=1.0 to 0.70 at T*=0.7 for �*=1 and �b� smooth
probes from �P=1.0 to 7.0 for T*=0.48 and �*=2. �c� Radially binned DW
factors for smooth probes of �P=3.0, 5.0, and 7.0 with mP=27, 125, and
343, respectively. The dashed line indicates plateau value of DW�r� for
smooth probes of mP=4 shown in �a�.
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rough probes, oscillations are not apparent because the
probes are not uniform and the surface roughness broadens
peaks in the radial distribution function significantly relative
to those of systems containing smooth probes. In contrast to
the behavior in systems with smooth probes, for systems
with rough probes, the DW factors are smaller near the probe
than far from it. The magnitude and persistence with r* of the
change in DW factors as a function of probe size is similar to
that seen for the systems with smooth probes. The DW fac-
tors far from the rough probes plateau at DW�r��0.015 and
0.018 at T*=0.48 and T*=0.70, respectively. The fact that
these DW factors are smaller than those for the smooth
probes is related to the slightly different sample preparation
that leads to the overall density in the rough probe samples
being 1.2, whereas that of the smooth probes is less than 1.2.
The magnitude of the DW factors in the vicinity of large
rough probes varies from 1

2 to 1
3 that of the plateau DW

factor, indicating that the rough probes alter heterogeneities
in supercooled systems more than smooth probes of the same
size. This can also be seen in the substantial difference in
DW�r� between systems with NPC=25 and NPC=50, which
have �P�3.8 and �P�4.6, respectively.

As discussed previously, while the smooth probes of all
sizes have mP=4, the rough probes have masses that range
between mP=25 and mP=200. Though mass does not show
up in the Stokes-Einstein relation or in the definition of dif-
fusion constant, it can influence the transport properties of
particles in binary systems under certain circum-
stances.48,49,55–57 To interrogate whether the slowing of the
surroundings in the presence of large rough probes relative to
large smooth probes is due to mass, the translational mobili-
ties of the binary mixture of systems with smooth probes
with �P=3, 5, and 7 and mP=27, 125, and 343, respectively,

were investigated. MSDs �not shown�, non-Gaussian param-
eters �not shown�, and DW factors �Fig. 5�c�� show that mass
does not affect the behavior of LJ particles in the presence of
smooth probes. Indeed, Figs. 5�b� and 5�c� show that DW�r�
is essentially indistinguishable in the systems with heavy,
smooth probes and those with mP=4 smooth probes. This
shows that mass is not responsible for the differences in
MSD, non-Gaussian parameter, and DW factors that occur
between large smooth and large rough probes, which differ
not only in roughness but also in mass.

Our findings of increased probability for mobility of par-
ticles, comprising a supercooled system in the presence of
large smooth probes and decreased propensity for mobility of
particles in such a system in the presence of large rough
probes, are consistent with previous simulations that investi-
gated the behavior of rough solutes in a dense fluid of spheri-
cal solvent particles58 and the behavior of supercooled sys-
tems in the vicinity of smooth and rough walls.59–61 Here, it
was found that dynamics of a supercooled system close to a
rough wall are slowed by orders of magnitude, and dynamics
close to a smooth wall are accelerated by a similar amount
even in the absence of any change in the structural properties
of the system. This indicates that it is not solely the glass
structure that encodes dynamics in supercooled systems. The
studies on the effect of smooth and rough walls on the prop-
erties of supercooled liquids have indicated that not only
dynamics near the wall but also melting temperature is al-
tered in the presence of a proximate wall.62–64 However,
since some of these studies were performed on systems with
walls only a few particle diameters apart, the confined nature
of the system precludes direct inference to the system we are
studying here. Nevertheless, in the simulations presented
here, the origin of the dynamical changes near large probes is
likely very similar to that near a wall, though we find these
changes in the presence of mobile probes as opposed to the
static walls studied previously. Despite the fact that the
probes investigated are mobile, their long time diffusion con-
stants can be expected to be smaller than that of the rest of
the particles in the system in accordance with the Stokes-
Einstein relation that predicts Dtrans�r−1, with r the radius of
the probe. Thus, particles next to a probe can be approxi-
mated by particles adjacent to a curved wall. The fact that a
large smooth probe can, to a certain extent, melt a glass and
that a large rough probe can induce glassiness is related to
the fact that collective motions are necessary to allow for
relaxations in the high density environments of supercooled
liquids. Against a rough probe, as has been constructed for
this study, any neighboring particle is in an environment that
structurally appears very similar to that of a probeless sys-
tem. Here, however, the probability that a fluctuation involv-
ing multiple particles that allow particles neighboring the
probe to exhibit cage escape is diminished. This is due to the
fact that the probe exhibits very little overall motion and
very few vibrations between the particles that comprise the
probe because of the deep energy well keeping the compo-
nents of the probe together. The probe effectively pins
nearby particles, and the effectively trapped first shell around
the probe provides a slightly less stringent pinning of the
next shell and so on for several shells surrounding the probe.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Radially binned Debye-Waller factors �DW�r�� for
rough probes from NPC=25 to 200 for �a� T*=0.70 and �*=1 and �b� T*

=0.48 and �*=2.
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Against a smooth wall, the situation appears to be somewhat
less intuitive. The particles near a large smooth probe are not
in an environment similar to the one they would be in the
absence of the probe. Indeed, the smooth probe provides a
slip boundary condition parallel to the tangent of the probe
surface but a stick boundary condition perpendicular to the
tangent of the probe. Furthermore, near a smooth wall or
smooth large probe, there is little caging provided by the
structure of the probe itself, and a fluctuation along the tan-
gent of the probe will provide a path for collective motion in
this direction, which in turn facilitates large displacements.
These factors come together to diminish the motion of the
particles comprising the supercooled system perpendicular to
the probe while greatly accelerating them along the probe.

CONCLUSION

The MSD and peak position of non-Gaussian parameters
for a simple supercooled system containing a large smooth
probe show that the overall system speeds up. It is apparent
that particles in the vicinity of the large smooth probe are
more mobile than are those far from the probe, which show
heterogeneities typical of probeless systems in these condi-
tions. This is confirmed by the DW factor measurements that
show that a particle’s probability for motion is maximized
near large smooth probes. In the presence of rough probes,
these finding are inverted: the larger the probe, the slower the
surrounding host particles, as reflected in the MSD, peak
position of non-Gaussian parameter, and DW factors. All
systems with large probes exhibit increased heterogeneity
relative to probeless systems at the same density and tem-
perature, whether the probe induces an acceleration or a slow
down. These results demonstrate for the first time that large
probes not only do not necessarily sample heterogeneous dy-
namics in an unbiased manner but also can alter heteroge-
neous dynamics. These results also suggest one reason why
SM experiments have measured long and relatively
temperature-independent exchange times: the large probe
sets up and preferentially reflects the dynamics of a local
environment that may not otherwise exist. While these re-
sults are intriguing, further investigation to determine under
what circumstances probes alter the dynamics and heteroge-
neities of supercooled systems is necessary. In addition to
exploring how probe size, roughness, and mass affect hetero-
geneities in these simple supercooled systems, energetic in-
teractions between host and probe particles must be consid-
ered. In this study we minimized this effect by setting probe-
host interactions similar to host-host interactions. In addition,
future work should explore probe diffusion together with
host dynamics to understand how significantly alterations in
heterogeneities influence probe dynamics and to what extent
probe dynamics in any probe-bearing system can be ex-
pected to reflect behavior of the supercooled system.
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